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The Premise
Welcome to my Forecast:
Dear Reader, you are awakening according to your openness to embracing the impossible. How open
are you at this time? When you answer this question as you go about your daily activities, you may find
that there are ideas, possibilities, dreams forming on the periphery of your awareness. You may refer to
this space as extra-dimensional for you are receiving incoming communications from dimensions
beyond your familiar Earthly reality: Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Dimensions to be precise. This is the New
Consciousness we have discussed in our books. This is the Dimensional Ascension we have predicted
in our discussions with you at our events. This is that Identity Shift we have described to you in our
one-on-one phone conversations with clients.

Current Events – Over the Tipping Point
In my forecast for last year I suggested in the Current Events section that the Negative Media that
support the Negative Leaders and their accomplices were being transformed. This has been
accomplished, for the most part, here at the end of 2019. The Global Media Empires are crumbling as
the light of Truth is cast upon them.
As you may know, the Negative Media have been presenting propaganda to you and calling it “NEWS”
or perhaps “TRUTH” for countless years. Now a Tipping Point has been reached wherein the majority
are discovering that they have been deceived. Yet surprisingly, some will continue to support the
propaganda as they are too “invested” in the old system to disconnect at this time. Many, however, are
choosing the Truth over their own Denial and Intellectualization. Let me explain to you what I mean...

Denial and Intellectualization
Denial is that psychological process of consciousness in which you pretend that your own innate
knowledge - your Intuition - is false, too strange, shameful, and so on, and that the propaganda
presented on the television, the radio or the printed page is a statement of the accepted facts.
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With Intellectualization you pretend to come to the same conclusions as your authorities through
“thoughtful” consideration, ironically lacking any type of true thoughtful consideration - critical
thinking - in the process. In this way you continually prove to yourself that you and your group are
correct.
Yet now, citizen media collectives and other alternative sources of information, and the powerful
Ancient Wisdom Communication Stream - the source of Truth that speaks to you from within your
own consciousness - are challenging you to answer questions on the basic issues of your era.
Is war necessary? Is it needed for a strong economy? Are other peoples in foreign lands your
enemy? Should you distrust your neighbor? Do your governments serve your best interests?
Is humanity alone in the universe? Is there an ongoing battle of Good vs Evil in the world?
What is the value of money? How is the truth to be known? Is everything you know wrong?

The State of the Collective Consciousness
Dear Reader, not only is everything you know wrong, but everything that you have learned in school,
from television, from the radio, from history books is often the opposite of “the Truth of the matter,” as
we say. Indeed, the momentous transformation in which you find yourselves - The Awakening of
Humanity - provides you-the-individual with an opportunity to research your own reality. It is up to
YOU to now decide what is True. You are the Reality Creator here. You are getting your power back.
You are in charge now.

Slave State
Before this awakening you were slaves, essentially. That is your history. I do not say this without pity.
You were slaves addicted to your own enslavement. You worshiped your enslavement. You demanded
your enslavement. You bowed down to authorities - from the boss at work to the priest in church - in
complete subservience. As I have stated often in my books and in these Forecasts, you surrendered your
power as Reality Creators to anyone who asked for it. Your search for security brought you to a state of
total dependence on the Authority, on the Negative Leader, on the Slave State.
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Now here we are speaking primarily of those in the US. However this applies to most countries with a
functioning government. For that is the purpose of government in your system at this time: To
subjugate and to control the people. This you already know.

The Social Domain
“Who benefits when you fear one another?”

GA Remembered
In my Forecast for last year I stated that “these obvious responsibilities must be maintained: the needs
of children, women, the disabled and elderly are fully supported. The Goddess is now rediscovered.
The ancient matriarchy of GA is experienced through bleedthroughs in times of meditation and
prayer.” Now at this time these influences remain. The Goddess IS rediscovered in this moment. The
ancient matriarchy of GA IS seeding this current lifetime of yours with pleasant, productive thoughts
and inclinations of Love. And yet, you are required to seek-out these influences. They do not come into
your Mental Landscape unless invited. These productive tendencies in thought and feeling deserve your
attention now in this moment.

Secrets Revealed
For 2020 I see this particular dynamic we call the Secrets Revealed phenomenon becoming
instrumental within the Personal Reality Field, allowing you to break with the negative past and go
forward in your Soul's Evolution. This is how it works:
As an average human you have “baggage” comprised of negative events from the past that exist in
memory within a psychological construct we call the Negative Persona. These unfortunate events of
pain, trauma, abuse and other Negative Realities still direct your attention and behavior, even though
they may have occurred many years ago. The awakening you are experiencing provides an opportunity
to access once and for all this toxic material and transform it. Courageous Loving Understanding is the
“altared” state you use for this intervention. Self-forgiveness heals. Forgive yourself. Love yourself and
move on Dear Reader.
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By healing yourself in this fashion you are embracing the impossible. Your Negative Past, your Issues
may have confounded you and stopped your development since you were a child, perhaps. Now in this
New Era it is possible to conceive and manifest as the Reality Creator, a new psyche, one that is
undamaged by the events of the past.

The Other
I asked you earlier, “who benefits when you fear one another?” The way I see it, your Negative
Leaders benefit, obviously, as you are constantly pitted against your fellow humans in the marketplace,
in the workplace, in politics, and so on. This continual conflict with The Other provides continuing
cover for the Negative Leaders, allowing them to enact their self-serving agendas of control without
interference. Now during this Dimensional Ascension, your self-forgiveness and self-acceptance as
prescribed above, allows for acceptance of The Other: other people, other races, other humans broadly
speaking. You naturally begin to see yourself in The Other, whomever they might be. This positive
assessment - seeing yourself in the other person - signifies your advancement in the New
Consciousness Domain. You are waking up to find that you are one with all of humanity and with All
That Is.

Beings of Light
For the coming year I see that you are moving from a Slave State to a type of Universal Collective as
you expand your beliefs to include the impossible. You are Star Born entities in “the beginning”. Yes
this is true. Many of you are already on-board with us and you are remembering this fact of life. In
times of meditation you are meeting Beings of Light and your Guides in their various forms. Indeed,
the non-physical beings are making themselves known to you in dramatic fashion via downloads
perceived internally - with your Inner Senses - as fantastic inspirational ideas, workable solutions to
unsolvable problems and unaccountable visionary experiences.

The New Consciousness
As you open up to the possibilities of contact with non-physical beings, you begin to receive
communications to support that discovery. You get what you focus on, you see. Then the New
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Consciousness is expressed when you take these meetings seriously and develop relationships. The
context is the Telepathic Network that connects ALL to ALL. Some of these Guides are experienced in
etheric form and others are encountered in human form representing embodied non-physical beings
from other Systems, other dimensions. Your social entourage is thus expanding now as you let go of
your security issues and your egoic needs to inhabit the old Third Dimensional Personality. Does this
sound fantastic, unbelievable? Read on.

Light Energy
The phenomenon of Light Energy coming out of the eyes is becoming common for many of you as you
begin to call in Soul Family members: your Tribe. I have spoken of this quality in my Forecasts. I want
to make it clear. It is easy to practice observing this phenomenon. When you walk among your peers in
the marketplace, as it were, look into the eyes of strangers as they pass you by. You may see this aspect
of familiarity and knowing. It is a warm and welcoming energy. These are Soul Family members here
to interact with you, to learn their Lessons with you in this lifetime. There may be hundreds of potential
Soul Family members in your timeframe awaiting the encounter. Make the gesture. Make that
connection.

Dark Energy
Now there are certain humans who do NOT have your best interests at heart. These beings will have a
darkness apparent in their eyes. This energy is cold and uninviting. They may be here to learn
particular Lessons with you of a negative type. Commune with these humans at your risk. I refer you to
the discussion of Good vs Evil and the Negative Gods in this document for more information.

The Political Domain
“Who benefits when you obey the authority?”

The Changing of the Guard
In last year's Forecast I made this statement: “The Changing of the Guard dynamic is now operative.
The Shadow Government will be investigated worldwide. Corrupt politicians, corporate leaders,
celebrities and others at fault will be charged and prosecuted.”
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This Probable Future has manifested in your Collective Reality Field in a spectacular fashion. The
Changing of the Guard will continue worldwide for several years more as the New Earth assembles.

The Control Matrix
Now for 2020 I see that more and more of you are becoming your own authorities. As you reject the
offers of control from leaders in your collectives large and small, you practice taking your own advice,
being the Captain of your ship, as we say in the books. You connect with the Ancient Wisdom
Communication Stream, the source of all realities, for your downloads of Truth on any subject. This
is embracing the impossible. You have been indoctrinated by the Negative Leaders over the years to
believe that you need to be guided by the rich and famous, guided by the powerful corporate leaders,
guided by the political elites who know more than you and who know how it is to be done properly.
Now it is beginning to seem outrageous to you that you believed the lies of the Negative Leaders for so
long. You are extracting yourself from the Control Matrix, Dear Reader. You will find yourself
supported on the Love Light Matrix when you disconnect.

The Visionary Leader
As you go within for the Truth you become an expert on who you are now and what it is you must do in
the remainder of this current lifetime to fulfill your mission, your purpose. YOU become finally known
to yourself. You become a Visionary Leader: one that leads themselves according to the innate guidance
from Spirit, from the non-physical Guides. And you lead by example. You show others how to do it by
doing it yourselves, you see. You lead yourself and others according to the Virtues of Humanity for
the highest good for all, for everyone, for the planet.

The Virtues of Humanity
The Virtues become apparent when you consider how to think and behave in this New Era. You read
the literature that speaks to you, that seems to provide the information you are looking for on how to
lead an ethical life and how to model that behavior for others. You take the advice of spiritual and
political leaders who have gone before and were successful. As you explore their lives, a connection is
made in the Telepathic Network. You begin to understand the spiritual subtext of their messages.
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Most of the main religions hold within them descriptions of the human virtues. Your education as a
Visionary Leader includes delving within the scriptures to discover the nuggets of magical Truth. Then
one applies them in the waking activities generally. This is your prescription, you see. This is what you
may do for the duration of your existence to lead a successful life.

Rebuilding the World
The Old World, the Feudal State, the Slave State is coming to an end in your lifetime. The
responsibility for rebuilding remains with you and your peers. Even now your institutions are
collapsing to be rebuilt on a higher level of understanding, for the common good. It will take great
care to not be pulled back into the old paradigm. It will take practice. Practice being ethical. Practice
being virtuous. Practice dong the right thing until it becomes second nature. The New Earth will be
based on Utopian principles with practical sustainable outcomes. Again, this is embracing the
impossible to create something completely new and beneficial for you and your family.

Question Authority
I asked you earlier: “Who benefits when you obey the authority?” Is it not again obvious that the
authority benefits most often? The Negative Leaders in all collectives great and small do indeed most
benefit when you obey the rules. Now I am not suggesting you go against the rules arbitrarily or that
you break the laws indiscriminately. What I am asking you to do is to assess in any given situation that
you encounter, whether you do or do not benefit from obeying the authority.
When you become your own authority and begin to take your own advice, you will find it becomes
necessary for you to question authority, to challenge unfair rules, laws, ways of doing things, the status
quo in your collectives. This questioning comes with the Identity Shift from slave to Visionary Leader.
It becomes a personal responsibility over time.
And as millions of awakening humans begin to question authority, the idea of authority itself begins to
change. You begin to sense your own competence. You begin to successfully answer your own
questions intuitively, on any subject. Over time, this defiant gesture will transform the people, the
culture and the institutions of the world.
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The Economic Domain
“Who benefits when you are kept in debt?”

Parasite Economy
In last year's Forecast I stated that”The Federal Reserve in the United States will be restructured and
the gold standard will be resurrected. As the parasitic families that support the Feudal State are
rendered powerless through the activities of Visionary Leaders everywhere, a new monetary
system will evolve that supports the needs of the Average Citizen rather than the corporations
and banks.”
From my perspective, this transformation is well underway in your reality. However, you will not hear
about it on the news until it is completely in place. The Negative Media will continue to provide
propaganda for the masses until the Truth becomes unavoidable. Then to maintain credibility these
media corporations will gradually begin to print stories of the New Economy and the New Collective
Reality.

Debt Tyranny
I asked you at the beginning of this section the question “Who benefits when you are kept in debt?”
Let me answer that question briefly. The usual suspects benefit. The banks, the ruling elite who own the
banks and the wealthy families and corporations within the food chain of the debt empire benefit
tremendously. Yet now, from my perspective, I see this Debt Empire crashing to the ground in grand
fashion at this time. This facade kept in place to hide the theft of the people's monies by these usual
suspects I am describing is failing. I believe I will leave it at that. It is time to celebrate the demise of
this Debt Tyranny.

The New Economy
In the USA in 2020 the national economy will be flush with funds confiscated from Negative Leaders
and their cohorts. These are seized funds amounting to many trillions of dollars. In addition, the gold
reserves in America are burgeoning under the acquisition of gold metal from various sources. This
constitutes the beginning of a New Economy that will be experienced in its totality in 2020 and beyond.
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Your Consciousness
Do you see the value in embracing the impossible given this prospect I am discussing, that of a New
Economy formed around the needs and desires of the Average Citizen rather than the banks and
corporations? You are now free to create your reality with altruistic goals in mind. Go within for the
Truth. Contact the Ancient Wisdom Communication Stream and dream your desires into reality.

The Spiritual Domain
“Who benefits when you obey the powerful world religions?”

Generalist Spirituality Movement
In last year's Forecast I stated: “The Generalist Spirituality Movement I have discussed in my books
and the alternative practices will continue to gain strength. The New Age Medicine Show will continue
to go mainstream and remind the Average Citizen that magic is real; that all religions are based on
magic.”
I see that the Generalist Spirituality Movement will continue to grow over the next year. Why? I asked
you earlier: “Who benefits when you obey the powerful world religions?” My answer: The powerful,
the elite, the usual suspects benefit, as usual. This is becoming known to many at this time and
accounts for the drastic drop in participation by members of the Catholic Church. The Catholic Church
is the most obvious example.

The Return of Love
Today the Average Citizen is motivated to create their own spiritual practice, a practice of positive
value and service, perhaps inspired by the teachers of Love such as Jesus. The Old Testament God is
not included in these new collectives. The God of vengeance, the God that must be obeyed, does not fit
comfortably within this practice of Love with a capital “L”.

The Negative Gods
The Old World of control over church and state was inspired by the Negative Gods, the gods of
thunder, war and death. Remember, the Negative Gods have their reality. In fact, just as the Positive
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Gods are sustained and vivified through Loving prayer, the Negative Gods are strengthened and given
life through the opposite practices, such as human sacrifice, for example.

The Gods of Love
It is a battle of Good vs Evil in which your are engaged. Whether you know it or not, you are
participating in a fight for the Soul of humanity. The Negative Leaders, inspired by the Negative
Gods, as I said earlier, are in charge of the world's governments, by and large, and so for all intents and
purposes they control your planet. These humans are being challenged by the Awakening Visionary
Leaders. These awakening humans taking charge of your governments and other institutions over the
last few years are guided by Angelic Beings, Beings of Light, messengers from other systems of reality.
You will discover this as the Reincarnational Drama unfolds further in the New Year. For now, you can
do your part by participating in prayer and meditation within your chosen practice. Focus on the
highest good for all, the best possible outcome for humanity. That is my advice to you.

Some Predictions for 2020
I see the Negative Probabilities likely to unfold are primarily the result of the Negative Leaders and
their actions as they are defeated worldwide.
The Media Hoaxes - As the New Reality of justice and freedom is discovered by the general
population, the Negative Leaders will create disturbing crisis events.
Weather Wars - The Shadow Government is losing its grip on the world. They will further punish
humanity with weather disasters until they are completely overcome by the Visionary Leaders.
Vaccine Hidden Agenda - Vaccines will be discovered to be a plot by the Negative Leaders to
undermine human health and limit the population.
Advanced Cloning Admission - Secret advanced human cloning projects will be revealed.
ET Admission – The long-standing Human/ET association will be revealed in 2020.
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